
�fine Croatian cheese



Sirana Gligora, a family dairy on the beautiful Island of Pag in Croatia where the

unique terroir and age-old traditional cheese making practices are infused with the

latest dairy technology to produce exquisite high class artisan cheese.



The Gligora family have been making artisan cheese on the Island of

Pag for four generations since 1918 and after establishing their

own dairy in 1995, Ivan and his son �ime Gligora have taken

Sirana Gligora from a local production to an internationally

respected brand producing world renowned cheeses of distinction.

Ivan Gligora became the first qualified dairy

technologist from the islands of Croatia and

opened his dairy after 30 years experience in

the dairy industry, where he became the

most respected name amongst his peers.

100% Commitment to Tradition



100% Respect for Technology

�Although we are at the forefront of technology, the traditional cheese making practices of

our ancestors are completely respected.� Ivan Gligora

- Completely new and modern facilities

- New Dairy opened in 2010, up to HACCP

 standards of hygiene

- Most technologically advanced dairy in the ex-

 Yu countries

- All products are certified Kosher and vegetarian

- Fully licensed for trade with EU and third

 country establishments



100% Island of Pag Sheep Milk

The Island of Pag is famous

for traditional Pa�ki Sir

(Island of Pag Cheese), which

can only be produced on our

Island using 100% Pag sheep

milk. Pa�ka Ovca (Pag sheep),

are autochthonous to Pag.

Due to the islands relative

isolation and particular

conditions, these sheep have

evolved for hundreds of years

to become experts at

traversing the rocky terrain

in search of the hardy and

sparse vegetation.

The Island of Pag is subjected

to a powerful winter wind

called the BURA which blows

from the Velebit mountain

range and comes across the

Adriatic sea where it dries

the sea salts which are later

deposited upon the rocky

pastures.  This in turn effects

the chemical balance of the

soil resulting in several

strains of herbs which can

only found on Pag. The most

predominant being a unique

strain of Dalmatian sage

which is considered by many

to be the gourmet sage �par

excellence�.  This aromatic

herb forms the largest part

of the sheep�s diet.

Our sheep

are

completely

free range

on small

family

farms and

as well as

having 200 sheep of our

own, we buy from 250

families. The milking season

runs from January to June

and with-out exception the

milking is done by hand.

Shepherds deliver their milk

either to one of our collection

stations or direct to our

dairy twice daily, the milk

then goes straight into

storage for production the

next day.

In order to protect the

cheese and the livelihoods of

all the families involved,

Gligora work closely with

each farm to maintain high

standards, protect the

heritage and encourage

expansion though

collaboration.  Gligora also

encourage the high price of

Pag milk (currently close to

�2 per litre) so to make

husbandry a viable trade for

future generations.



Cow Milk

From an area of Croatia

known as �Ju�ni teren�

meaning southern fields,

Sirana Gligora buy milk from

carefully selected family

cattle farmers.  This is a rich

area of agricultural land

stretching some 150 km

from Knin to Imotski along

the border with Bosnia

traversing the beautiful

mountain range of the

Dinaric Alps.

All of the cattle are free

range and are moved from

pasture to pasture through

the seasons, only coming

inside during the harsh

winter.

In higher altitude the cows

enjoy a diet of alpine grasses

and subterranean clover.

Whilst those in costal farms

are subjected to warm

Adriatic breezes where

Persian and Alfalfa grasses

and clover flourish.

All of our co-operants are

very much family enterprizes

with whom we work closely

to maintain the highest

possible quality and future

development.  Each farm

cares for between 20 and

100 cattle made up from a

mix of Holstine and black

and red Simental..

Goat Milk

We buy goat milk from 15

farms in the Ravni Kotar

region of Croatia.  This region

is located in the beautiful

Krka national park famous

for spectacular river Krka

and canyon.

12 of the farms we buy from

are small family farms with

between 30 and 100 goats

who only come inside for

milking.  Oregano is a

predominant herb in the

region along with Mentha

and Sage and there is an

abundance of rich grasses

and clover.

Our specially adapted fleet of

milk trucks mean we can

collect milk daily and

transport to Sirana Gligora

ready for production in

optimal condition.

100% Croatian Milk



PAŠKI SIR
hard, 100% Pag sheep milk cheese

��a wonderfully tasteful sheep milk cheese that

brings a full and complex flavour to the palate and

melts nicely in the mouth.  Authentic and unique,

Pa�ki Sir is a pure delight and displays quality in the

making, leaving a long and pleasant aftertaste to

savour. A yellowish creamy colour with farmhouse

aromas, this cheese has a well balanced texture,

taste, aroma and finish, and is delightfully tasty��.

Michelin Starred Chefs of the

International Taste and

Quality Institute, Brussels.

(iTQi).

2012 - Crystal Award and 3 Star Superior Taste

Award (iTQi). Bronze Medal (WCA), Gold and Bronze

(GCA), Gold (Kasiade), 2 Star Gold (GTA).

2011 - 3 Star Superior Taste Award (iTQi), Gold Medal

(WCA)

2010 - 3 Star Superior Taste Award (iTQi), 3 Super

Gold Medals and the Best New Cheese Trophy (WCA),

Silver Medal Nantwich International.



KOLAN
hard, 100% Dalmatian cow milk cheese

Aged 5 months, our premier cow milk cheese has a hard

yellow to orange thick rind which opens to a firm light

yellow interior with a slightly buttery aroma.  The taste is

fresh and light but with depth where you can find distinctive

grassy undertones with a smooth and flavoursome finish.

MLADI TRAPIST
semi hard, 100% Dalmatian cow milk cheese

Aged for just 21 days, this white cow milk cheese has a very

thin rind under which lies a semi hard textured interior with

a delightfully savoury taste.  The mild strength makes Mladi

Trapost an ideal cheese for those who avoid the more

powerful flavours but make no mistake that the quality is

evident is every bite.



TEŽAČKI SIR

hard, 100% Dalmatian cow milk cheese

Aged 3 months, our newest cow milk cheese delivers a

redolent flavour from it�s firm yet supple texture.  The

slightly tangy taste is perfectly balanced and not overly salty

which leaves an earthy mellow aftertaste.  Winner of the

Bronze medal at the 2012 World Cheese Awards.

KOZLAR

semi hard, 100% Dalmatian goat milk cheese

Aged for a minimum 14 days or more mature if requested,

our goat milk cheese has a very discreet aroma and the thin

grey/white rind opens to supple texture with a mild and

creamy taste.  A perfect introduction to goats milk cheese as

this does not carry the typical goat cheese bitterness.  Winner

of a Bronze medal and 1 Star Superior Taste Award.



ŽIGLJEN

hard, mixed 100% Dalmatian cow and sheep

milk cheese

Aged minimum 4 month, this mixed milk cheese is a creation

of Ivan Gligora. Cow milk largely at the base with 20% sheep

milk from the Zadar hinterland. The deep yellow rind gives

way to an almost granular texture which has intense and

complex flavour with a spicy finish.  Super Gold medal

winner at the World Cheese Awards.

DINARŠKI SIR

hard, mixed 100% Dalmatian goat and cow

milk cheese

Produced exclusively from cow milk from the Dinaric Alps

with added goat milk for complexity, this new cheese has

already picked up a silver medal in the mixed milk category

at the Global Cheese Awards.  The very well balanced flavour

has mild farmhouse aromas with floral undertones and a

smooth finish.  Quickly becoming a favourite in Croatia.



FIGURICA

hard, mixed 100% Dalmatian cow and sheep

milk cheese

A miniature (1 kg) version of �igljen, aged from 2 months

SIR S TARTUFIMA

semi hard, 100% Dalmatian cow milk cheese

with black Istrian truffles

Select cow milk is infused with a generous helping of black

Istrian truffles to give a beautiful intense truffle flavour which

is subtly offset by the cow milk.  Winner of a 2 Star Gold at

the Great Taste Awards.



SIR S RUŽMARINOM

hard, 100% Dalmatian cow cheese with

Croatian rosemary

Select cow milk from the Zadar hinterland region is used

exclusively in this cheese with is coated in fresh coastal

rosemary leaves.  The intense herbal flavour is nicely rounded

with the cow milk qualities.

KOZJI SIR TARTUFIMA

semi hard, 100% Dalmatian goat milk cheese

with black Istrian truffles

In limited production, this brand cheese has a think yellow

rind with a black bloom of truffle shavings.  The full intense

flavour of Croatian truffles is perfectly balanced and rounded

with the farmhouse goat flavour.  Winner of a Silver medal

at the World Cheese Awards.



KRAVLJA, KOZJA and PAŠKA SKUTA

fresh albumin cheese made from the whey of cow, goat or sheep milk

An excellent ricotta type cheese made from the albumin proteins left over from the production of cheese.  Seasonally

produced from cow goat or sheep milk, skuta makes an excellent desert cheese and is highly nutritious.



gift wrapped cheese

product specifications and price list available upon request



Sirana Gligora d.o.o.

Figurica 20,

Kolan 23251,

Island of Pag,

Croatia

info@gligora.com    +385 (0)23 698 052

www.gligora.com


